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Abstract
This paper deals with comparison of two methods for production floor layout design or reengineering – conventional
capturing method and 3D laser scanning. Firstly there is an analysis of the current state, where possible uses of scanning
technology for production floor design or reengineering are mentioned. Then the processes of both methods are shortly
described. The main part of the article is comparison of these two method. For the comparison we have used data acquired
during capture of the real factory hall with both methods. The comparison is based on determined criteria – time
consumption, user and hardware requirements and quality of outputs. In the conclusion, the suitability of the methods is
evaluated. It also shows time consumption differences between methods and difficulty and level of requirements. In the
end there are recommendations for scanning method use and for the future work.
Keywords: laser scanning; production floor modelling; factory point cloud; factory modelling

1. Introduction
3D laser scanning technology is no longer a new technology. This fast and precise data acquisition method is used in
several areas: architecture, geodesy, archeology, criminology, show business, etc. It also penetrates into engineering,
which this paper is focused on, specifically on the use of the technology for production floor planning.
The work continues on work [1], where possible methods of production floor layout modelling were described.
Production floor layout [2] is one of the most important tools for production planning.
In this paper these methods are compared with the common capturing method for production floor modelling. Both
methods are briefly explained. Then there are described three criteria for comparison. These were selected based on the
type of expected outputs. Next, the evaluating criteria and their weights are set and then the methods are compared. The
conclusion describes which method is best for each type of output.
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2. Production floor scanning
The first company to use 3D laser scanning for layout planning was Volvo. At that time (1996-1997), the available
technology was limited. But since then, many experiments using the technology in different areas have been made.
Production floor layout modelling [3], visualization and problem solving in production [4] and connecting scanned models
into a simulated environment [5] have been developed for the engineering field.
Data acquisition and data processing are described by [6], and for production floors specifically by [1]. During the
scanning process, the spatial coordinates of a scanned object are acquired and these are then converted into digital form,
a ‘point cloud’. An example of a point cloud is given in Fig. 1. Due to the very high performance of scanning devices, it
is more important to focus on processing the acquired data. Work with these data is sometimes very complicated,
especially when we want to generate a full 3D model from a point cloud model. This issue is dealt with for example by
[7] and [8]. Other possible uses of algorithmization are being worked on [9]. This algorithm is used in the data processing
method [1] for rapid creation of a 2D production floor layout from a point cloud model. Parts of scanned production floors
can be also used as models for augmented reality systems [10].

Fig. 1. Example of building point cloud
When acquiring data with laser scanning it is necessary to use a scanning device. As was mentioned, performance of these
devices is now at a much higher level than older models. The main limiting parameter of a scanner is its scanning speed.
The highest scanning speeds these days are about 1 000 000 points per second. It is probably the highest possible speed.
Even higher speeds are not necessary, because they would require new technologies, and the time savings would be
insignificant compared to the present devices.
Instead of increasing speed, the producers of these devices are focused on more tailor made scanners. A great example is
the BLK 360 [11]. This scanner has 360 000 pts/s speed, which is definitely enough for high quality point cloud
acquisition in a very short time. This speed is more than enough for production floor scanning, so it would be useless to
increase the cost of a faster scanner. On top of that, BLK360 excels with its dimensions, which reduce the problems with
scanner positioning in a limited production floor space.
3. Methodology
The following sections describe how the use of scanners effects production floor layout modelling. The times of individual
parts of the process will be shown, as will other criteria. These values will be compared with the basic method for
production floor modelling and recommendations will be made for when to use a specific method.
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3.1 Conventional capturing method
For classic capturing and modelling, common measuring tools (laser meter, camera, machine and equipment sketches)
are used. For the classic method, employees must capture the dimensions of the basic factory hall, machines, equipment
and objects in the factory and their relative positions. Based on these acquired data and use of special software, a layout
model can be made. It is necessary to create models of machines, equipment and objects, then the factory hall itself and
place all the objects exactly as in the real state.
3.2 Laser scanning method
For the scanning method we used a 3D laser scanner (in our case Leica C5). In this method, the whole factory hall
(including all objects) was scanned. Then the acquired data were loaded into special software, where a complete 3D model
was created. This model can be used for further processing as described in section Production floor scanning. The
technical parameters of our scanning devices are on [12]. The most important parameter is scanning speed, which is
25 000 points per second (pts/s) in our case.
3.3 Reference model and outputs
A real factory was chosen to compare the methods. The factory was first measured and modelled using the classic method.
Next we tried to acquire the same (or similar) output using 3D laser scanning. The time between both captures was about
one year. Each capture was done by two different teams of employees. For both methods, two employees were used. In
each group, we used experts in the specific method.
Both of these methods were tested in three main categories, which were determined based on the required output:
•

2D block scheme layout (layout modelled on the level of workplaces or parts of the production)

Fig. 2. Example of 2D block scheme layout
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•

2D machine layout (layout modelled on the level of individual machines and equipment)

Fig. 3. Example of 2D machine layout
•

3D machine layout (layout modelled on the level of individual machines and equipment and visualized in 3D)

Fig. 4. Example of 3D machine layout
The effort was to create models that have a similar use for further processing. Currently, our most used software for layout
modelling is VisTable software [13]. This software is very user friendly, cheap and it contains the analyzing tools which
are required for layouts. We wanted to create outputs from the scanned models that have the same possibilities for analysis
as the outputs from the classic method.
3.4 Criteria
The evaluation criteria were selected for each category. These criteria evaluate the whole process of output creation and
its quality:
a)

Data acquisition time
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These times were taken during data acquisition in both methods. As already mentioned, the selected factory was first
captured using the classic method, and then it was scanned using the Leica C5 laser scanner.
For comparison, we estimated the final times for a more powerful scanning device (for example, Leica BLK360). The
time duration is considered from the start of measurement to the acquisition of the last dimension. Times needed for
acquiring missing dimensions are also counted in this time.
b) Output development time
This time was measured from the first processing of the acquired data to the end of creation of the complete model. In the
classic method this is the total of:
- Sum of times needed for creating models of machines, equipment and objects in CAD modelling software
(times are converted to one man work)
- Time needed for creating layout in visTable software or Autodesk Factory Design (times for creating model in
both types of software are similar)
The classic method output was a layout in visTable format. The output is a layout which is completely ready for
subsequent analysis.
In the scanning method, the output creation time is the total of:
- Time needed for transferring scanned data into computer (because scanned data has very big volume, it was
necessary to count this time)
- Time needed for cleaning data (removal of unnecessary point clouds)
- Time needed for data registration (registration = assembling individual scans into one complete model)
c)

User requirements

User qualifications and skills must be at a level such that s/he can produce the required output at the required quality using
the appropriate method. This criterion was set based on the quantity of operations, software and equipment which the user
must handle during the process of data acquisition and output creation.
In the classic method, the user must handle a laser meter and sketching. These are activities which do not require any
special skills. For layout creation, the user must handle visTable software and modelling CAD software. These activities
usually go in parallel, so only knowledge of one particular type of software is needed for the user.
In the scanning method the user must handle the scanning device. Basic training for using a scanning device can take 1 –
2 days. The user must handle work with software for scanned data processing (Leica Cyclone in our case). Basic training
and mastering skills with the software can take 1 day. For further data processing (AutoCAD, visTable, Inventor) the user
must also know how to work with this software. Due to the connection of all activities during data processing, it is
appropriate for one user to master them.
The classic method requires the knowledge of two types of software for a given methodology. The scanning method
requires working with point clouds in this software and also requires the knowledge of scanned data processing software.
The scale of evaluating user requirements was set based on these criteria. The scale is from low requirements to very high
requirements.
d) Hardware requirements
In hardware requirements, the computer equipment for creating smooth outputs was evaluated. The classic method does
not require any special equipment. The recommended requirements for visTable software [13] and for AutoCAD software
[14] meet the performance of commonly used computers.
For the scanning method, even for meeting the Leica Cyclone requirements [15], there is a need for a high performance
computer. When working with large projects, like factory halls, there is a need for the computer to process a big volume
of data (sometimes GBs files).
e)

Quality

Match with the real object, visualization and clarity of model is evaluated in the quality criterion. In the classic method,
we only model things which affect the production system- the layout model is clear for understanding the process.
The scanning method captures the whole production system including objects unusable in production floor analyses.
However, these objects can be used for other analyses (pipeline, distribution of electricity, air conditioning, etc.).
4.

Method comparison

The multi-criteria decision making method was used to compare the methods. For the above-mentioned criteria, we set
criteria weights according to the Table 1. We used the pair comparison method for determination of weights.
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The most important criteria are time values, then hardware and the user requirements. Quality has the lowest weight
because this is mainly the visualization of the output. Dimension matches with real objects are within the available norm
for all methods.

Criterion

Data
acquisition
time (h)

Output
creation time
(h)

User
requirements

Hardware
requirements

Quality

SUM

Weight

0.3

0.3

0.15

0.175

0.075

1

Table 1. Criteria and its weigths
Input values for both methods are given in the Table 2., 3. and 4. Numerical values were set based on the measured
data, others were set according to 3.4 Criteria. We compared the classic method, the scanning method using a Leica C5
and a method using a BLK360 device (time values were converted using the scanning speed parameter).
Data
acquisition
time (h)
14

Output/Criterion
2D block scheme
2D machine
layout
3D machine
layout

Output creation
time (h)

User
requirements

Hardware
requirements

Quality

2

Low

Low

High

31

63

Medium

Low

High

34

63

Medium

Medium

High

Table 2. Input data for classic method
Data
acquisition
time (h)
8

Output/Criterion
2D block scheme
2D machine
layout
3D machine
layout

Output creation
time (h)

User
requirements

Hardware
requirements

Quality

4.5

High

Very high

Very high

15

5

High

Very high

Very high

15

6

High

Very high

Very high

Table 3. Input data for laser scanning method using C5 device
Data
acquisition
time (h)
2

Output/Criterion
2D block scheme
2D machine
layout
3D machine
layout

Output creation
time (h)

User
requirements

Hardware
requirements

Quality

4.5

High

Very high

Very high

3

5

High

Very high

Very high

3

6

High

Very high

Very high

Table 4. Input data for laser scanning method using BLK360 device
Next, the criteria values were scored 1 – 5 (1 – the worst, 5 – the best), followed by multiplying by criteria weights. The
weighted criterion sum represents the suitability of using individual methods.
4.1 2D block scheme layout
According to Table 5. And Fig. 5. we can see that for creating a simple block scheme layout, it is most appropriate to use
the classic method. Even though Fig. 6 shows that data acquisition time and output creation time are a little shorter for
the scanning method, according Fig. 7, using the scanning method is unnecessarily complicated and difficult. Because
the graphs for other criteria comparison are almost the same, we have merged them into one graph.
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Method/Criterion
Classic
Leica C5 scanner
BLK360 scanner

Data
acquisition
time (h)
1*0.3
3*0.3
5*0.3

Output
creation time
(h)
5*.03
3*.03
3*.03

User
requirements

Hardware
requirements

Quality

SUM

5*0.15
1*.015
1*0.15

5*0.175
1*0.175
1*0.175

3*0.075
5*0.075
5*0.075

3.65
2.5
3.1

Table 5. 2D block scheme layout evaluating

2D block scheme layout evaluation
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Classic

Scan C5

Scan BLK360

Fig. 5. Comparison of methods for 2D block scheme layout modelling

Duration of activities for creating 2D block scheme layout
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Fig. 6. Activities duration comparison for 2D block scheme layout
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Other criteria comparison for 2D/3D layout
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Hardware requirements
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6

User requirements

Fig. 7. Criteria comparison for 2D/3D layout
4.2 2D/3D machine layout
Also, because time values and other criteria values for both of these outputs are very similar, we have merged them into
one category. For these outputs according to Table 6.and Fig. 8. it is preferable to use scanning methods. The best choice
by far is the device BLK 360. Time savings are approximately 5 times shorter, which compensates for the higher
requirements of the method.
Data
acquisition
time (h)
1*0.3
3*0.3
5*0.3

Method/Criterion
Classic
Leica C5 scanner
BLK360 scanner

Output
creation time
(h)
1*.03
5*.03
5*.03

User
requirements

Hardware
requirements

Quality

SUM

5*0.15
1*.015
1*0.15

5*0.175
1*0.175
1*0.175

4*0.075
5*0.075
5*0.075

2.525
3.1
3.7

Table 6. 2D/3D machine layout evaluating

2D/3D machine layout evaluation
4
3.5
3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0
Classic

Scan C5

Scan BLK360

Fig. 8. Comparison of methods for 2D/3D machine layout modelling
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Duration of activities for creating 2D/3D machine layout
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Fig. 9. Activities duration comparison for 2D/3D machine layout
5. Evaluation of results, recommendations, future work
The main purpose of this work was to compare efficiency of two methods for production floor layout modelling. For
the comparison, the real factory was chosen and both methods were tested. During testing, we were acquiring data for
comparison – time values, requirements for methods and quality of outputs.
Based on the results we can say that for creating a block scheme it is more suitable to use the classic measuring method.
Even though creating a layout using this method takes longer, using the scanning method would be too complicated.
We would have to use complicated processes (scanning, data transformation, clearing data and creating output) and the
time savings are not that big. When using the scanning method for machine layout capture, especially 3D, the time saving
is already big enough that the method is more suitable.
Economically, purchase of scanning equipment and necessary hardware is recommended for repeated use of the
scanning device. It is more suitable for bigger companies with a large number of factories, or for companies which offer
scanning as their service. For scanning a production floor only once it is better to outsource the services of a company
which already has the needed equipment.
Due to the falling price of scanners with parameters suitable for production floor measurement, it is probable that
more companies will use this method for capturing their layouts. With the increasing amount of scanned data used, new
opportunities in algorithmization can arise, for example, an algorithm for automatically generating proper primitives and
library models from point clouds.
Because we have found scanning technology useful for production floor modelling, we will focus on developing
algorithms for modelling simplification in the future work. Also we research possibilities for processing scanned data
with the use of virtual and augmented reality devices like motion tracking systems.
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